A bit about Puzzle Israel
Puzzle Israel (www.puzzleisrael.com) is an Israeli travel company that has been in operation
since 2010.
We’re a young and vibrant team driven by our love for Israel. Our playful lust for life and vast
amount of experience result in unexpected and unique tours of Israel - and make us like no
other tour operators around.
We’re detail-oriented and take care of everything from comfy accommodations to delicious
meals to airport pickups – and all the little details in between (we always accommodate all
special requests).
We love fun. We want all travelers to experience the real Israel - to learn about both past and
modern-day Israel (cultures, languages, and customs) but also immerse themselves in it (and
laugh – a lot - along the way).
We want the most enjoyable adventure for each traveler – we make it a point to get to know all
of them and share in their joy. We keep in touch with many of our clients long after their tour!
Each Traveler Gets to Choose His / Her Israel Puzzle Pieces.
We have a huge list of experiences anyone can choose from when piecing together his/her
Israel puzzle - and we accommodate various activity levels all equally infused with fun and
excitement.

About Our Specialty Tours
At Puzzle Israel, we do it differently. Every person deserves more than the same ol’ Israel
guided tours. They deserve something special.
We offer to see Israel from a new perspective while interacting with the surroundings through
eating, adventure, fashion, photography or educational tours. We want everyone to pick a
puzzle piece they’re already passionate about or learn a new skill while exploring Israel’s
magical landscapes
Whatever piece to the Israel puzzle they’ve been looking for, one thing’s for sure: everyone will
be immersed in Israel. They won’t just hear the history and see the land. They’ll feel it, as each
traveler will be accompanied by a vibrant, young, passionate, and professional tour guide as
well as meet others from the Puzzle Israel staff who are all in love with Israel.
And they’ll get to experience Israel on a different level, interacting with the terrain in a way most
people never get to.

About our VIP Tours

Some couples and groups prefer to travel Israel is style and Puzzle Israel knows exactly what to
offer! From exciting helicopter rides all around the country, private chef meals, relax at the best
resorts Israel has to offer, drink the best wine and of course eat the most exquisite meals at the
top Israeli restaurants.

Contact
____________________________________________________________________________

For any questions feel free to reach out our US based partner Deb Zaluda :
+1(847) 4366849
9:00 AM- 5:00 PM Chicago time zone

Hotels - booking method
______________________________________________
The booking method at Atlas- enter the hotel’s link (each hotel with its URL). Then, enter the
dates, a query for a promo code will open, please enter Cyber2020 to get Cybertech special
rates. If the currency appears in ILS , you can switch to USD.
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-

-

Booking at Orchid hotel- in order to get cybertech special prices, booking is through
cybertech@puzzleisrael.com only.
Booking at Hilton hotel- in order to get cybertech special prices, booking is through
cybertech@puzzleisrael.com only
Booking at Carlton hotel- please use this link for booking
https://gc.synxis.com/rez.aspx?Hotel=67865&Chain=10172&template=fTLVTC&shell=TL
VTC&arrive=01/26/2020&depart=01/31/2020&adult=1&child=0&group=CyberTech2020
Booking at Port and Blue hotel- at the hotel’s home page you will see book
now/coupon code press this button and type (in small letters) cybertech. Then fill in
your booking info and it will lead you to all the rooms kept for cybertech (the code
indicates to these rooms, you may also see at the bottom of each room/page the word
cybertech)
Booking at Royal Beach hotel- please use this link for booking
http://bookings.ihotelier.com/bookings.jsp?groupID=2629647&hotelID=76811

